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Agenda 
 
 
 

1. Apologies 

2. To Confirm and adopt the minutes of the previous Annual General Meeting 

3. Business arising from these Minutes 

4. Presentation, consideration and adoption of Annual Report 

5. Receive and adopt Financial Statements 

6. Election of Officers for 2020/2021 season 

7. Life Membership 

8. Active Reserve Membership 

9. Long Service Membership 

10. Honorary Membership 

11. Election of Patrons 

12. Affiliation with SLSNSW and Surf Lifesaving Illawarra Inc. 

13. General Business 
 

 
  

The Old Boys 
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Officers of the 2020/2021 Season 
 

President Dave Meredith 
Vice President James Brighton 
Secretary Glenn Drew 
Treasurer Paul Hanrahan 
Auditor Kel McKenzie 
Club Solicitor Mark McDonald 
Club Captain Dave Mewett 
Vice Captain Simon Cunliffe 
Chief Training Officer Adriana Gervaise 
Development Officer Simon Cunliffe 
Member Protection Officer David Mewett 
Boat Captain Glenn Drew 
IRB Captain Kevin Ryan 
IRB Vice Captain  
Director Of Competition Adam Meredith 
Gear Steward  
Gym Co-Ordinator Mike Kelly 
Registrar Lyall Hammond 
First Aid Officer Suzanne McGuinn 
Sponsorship Lance Tarrant 
WebSite  
Snr. Newsletter Combined with Publicity 
Publicity Officer  
Junior Chairperson Belinda Jacobs 
Vice Chairperson  
Jnr. Treasurer Michael Norris 
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Officers of the 2021/2022 Season 
 

President  
Vice President  
Secretary  
Treasurer  
Auditor  
Club Solicitor  
Club Captain  
Vice Captain  
Chief Training Officer  
Development Officer  
Member Protection Officer  
Boat Captain  
IRB Captain  
IRB Vice Captain  
Director Of Competition  
Gear Steward  
Gym Co-Ordinator  
Registrar  
First Aid Officer  
Sponsorship  
WebSite  
Snr. Newsletter  
Publicity Officer  
Junior Chairperson  
Vice Chairperson  
Jnr. Treasurer  
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President – Dave Meredith  
 
The 2020/21 season has proved to be a challenging but successful year for the club on and 
off the beach in this Covid 19 effected season. As we are all well aware the impacts of 
running a Club in a year of constant change in response to Government regulations has been 
difficult. The loyalty and compliance of our membership has been outstanding during this 
time. The committee thanks you for your continued membership and hopes you all stay supportive as we 
transition to our new facilities in the 2022/23 season. I would like to make the following points regarding 
the past season: 

• Well done to all our volunteer patrolling members who have maintained a safe swimming 
environment to the public on Wollongong’s busiest and most popular beach. As a club we provided 
3,615 volunteer hours to the community. At $30 an hour this equates to $108,450. Compared to 
previous seasons we were not involved in as many high-profile rescues involving media attention 
which is a good thing. Prevention is still the best strategy. 

• On the patrolling front I would like to thank our members who did additional patrols to help out 
Fairy Meadow, Port Kembla, Bellambi and Scarborough SLSCs during the season. Our Club 
Captain David Mewett, Club Vice Captain Simon Cunliffe and Patrol Captains did an excellent job 
taking on the responsibility of leadership and mentoring new members to form cohesive patrol 
units.  As we head into a year of survival without a physical club building we are in a good position 
in terms of patrolling equipment and first aid resources. 

• Fabulous news on the building front. During this season the building committee has worked 
tirelessly and efficiently to progress the Club refurbishment to a stage where the Club is now a 
building site. The projected completion date is June 2022 when the eyes of the sporting world will 
be on Wollongong for the World Road Cycling Championships. The next stage while the building is 
being refurbished is to have our Change of Use DA for a restaurant to be assessed by Council. 
Assuming this all goes well, an independent EOI process will take place to select a commercial 
partner to transform the Club into a Queensland style Surf Club all members and the community can 
utilise every day of the week. This concept will provide our membership with modern facilities, 
encourage new patrolling membership and make the club financially self-sufficient. The committee 
recognises the input of life members Steve Maidment, Lance Tarrant, Bruce MacDonnell and 
Secretary Glenn Drew for their input with this long-term project. Honorary solicitor Mark 
McDonalds input to the project in terms of passion, time and professional advice has been 
exceptional. This has been at no cost to the Club. 

• Financially the Club continues to be in a sound position as a not-for-profit volunteer organisation. 
The function centre was basically out of action for the most of the past season which greatly limited 
our fund-raising capacity. On a very positive note, the building committee was successful in 
obtaining grants worth $690,000. This will cover the total cost of the Clubs financial commitment 
required by Council. The Club will no longer act as a Function Centre. If the current vision for the 
restaurant proceeds the Club will be in a long-term sound financial position from rental income. 

• The committee wishes to acknowledge and thank Jenny Adams for her role as the paid Function 
Centre and Office Manager for the past 13 years. Her efforts and commitment over a long period of 
time has been appreciated by all 

• To celebrate the closing of the club in its current format a very successful “End of an Era “function 
was held at the club with 180 in attendance. Many of our Club stalwarts were in good form 
embellishing outstanding achievements of past glories. Some of them were even true. Bobbie 
Chapman’s rendition of the North Wollongong song was worth the price of admission. Thank you 
to Belinda Jacobs, Jill Rutty, Simon Cunliffe, James Brighton and Lyall Hammond for organising 
such a great farewell to the old club. Thank you to all our patrol members and Junior parents who 
helped with the physical move out of the club. I would especially like to acknowledge the Old Boys, 
Belinda Jacobs, Lyall Hammond, Dave Mewett and Pat Maloney who were very prominent in 
ensuring we met our deadline to get out. 
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• The junior club has had another very successful year under the continued leadership of Belinda 
Jacobs and a hard-working committee of dedicated parents. This was a particularly difficult season 
with the Covid rules required to do Junior sport. Once again, they excelled as indicated by the 
increased level of Nipper participation in training activities, Sydney Water, Branch and State 
carnivals to the point where the Club was the highest ranked Junior Club from the Illawarra at the 
State titles. A pleasing feature of the past two seasons is the large number of parents who have 
completed their Bronze Medallion and Foundation Coaching Certificates to assist with training.  
We now have an orange brigade of parents regularly doing water safety on Sunday mornings.   

• Once again, thank you from the club to Marty Ward for his continued commitment to our Nipper 
beach training program and his distinguished efforts as an official at all carnivals up to Australian 
level. Well done to Australian gold medallist Mark Norris who has continued to coach and improve 
the skills and confidence of our Nippers in all areas of Surf Sports. 

• The club board paddling occurred twice a week under the guidance of “super coach” Adam 
Meredith again this season. Well done to Riley Baird who was selected in the Illawarra Branch team 
and Josh Pain who represented the Club at State and Aussie carnivals. We had a competitive Branch 
team who bought home plenty of medals and celebrated with great spirit after the event. Pleasing to 
see some of our Junior members improve their confidence and skills in these sessions with Adam. 

• I would like to acknowledge the following members for their contribution this season. Kel and 
Michelle Giddey, Grace Constable, Holly Sheldrick and Kaitlyn Williams for their nominations at 
the SLSI Awards of Excellence. Suzanne McGuinn for completing the Mental Health course and 
being the Clubs Covid coordinator. Lance Tarrant for setting up the Silver Salties program. Glenn 
Drew for coordinating the BSEF, CLEGG and patrol trailer grants. Pat Maloney who is now acting 
in the role of Club Chaplin. Junior committee for coordinating the Sunrise at the Beach event. Pat 
and Lachlan Booth for preparing a Drone Surveillance grant application. Dave Williams and Lianne 
Munroe for coordinating such a profitable BBQ set up on Sundays. Lyal Hammond’s initiative and 
perseverance as our Club registrar. Everyone who patrolled the beach. 

• Next season will be a challenging one for all club members, especially in the area of communication 
and the fact that we will not have a physical base. Our main sources of communication will be an 
updated web site, Facebook group pages, email and text. Registration will be an issue. To overcome 
this, we will encourage members to re-join online and run registration days from Surf House on 
advertised days. Our best communication will be people using their own networks to keep everyone 
in touch. 

• Predictably, the ‘Old Boys Brigade’ (Peter Oyston, Brian Burns, Tony Colledge, Sparrow Palmer, 
Leo Tobin, Mike Kelly, Bobby Chapman) have done a very valuable job in maintaining and 
cleaning the club each week yet again. Their performance on WIN TV the day the Club closed was 
memorable. While they are currently unemployed from their Wednesday chores and ‘Club Cabinet” 
meetings, they are still meeting for a coffee to “keep the bastards honest” as they over-see all 
elements of construction. It will be great to share their dream of having a beer or two on the deck 
with them in 2022. 
 
I would like to thank the Executive, Senior and Junior committees for their conscientious efforts this 
season. I would particularly encourage our younger and female members to step up and have their 
say in the running of the club as this will balance out the input and ideas presented and ultimately 
leads to a club that considers and caters for the needs of all members. 

David Meredith 
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Treasurer – Paul Hanrahan  

For the year ended 31 March 2021 
Once again it is with great pleasure that I submit NWSLSC audited financial statements 
for the year ended 31 March 2021. In what has proved to be a difficult financial year 
(2020/21) while dealing with the effects of Covid-19, the operations of the club, the 
Juniors, Seniors and function centre have all contributed to a year end profit of $27,984.  
 
Another pleasing outcome for the year, was the application and subsequent approval of significant building 
grants achieved by the Committee (Building Grants not included in financials) and in particular, club 
president (David Meredith) who has worked tirelessly to ensure no club funds or reserves were used for 
renovation costs. The Clubs total capital contribution required by council for the renovations will be 
covered entirely by the building grants and no club cash reserves/funds will be necessary. (Refer presidents 
report) 
 
The building Committee should be congratulated for their hard work and persistence to obtain a better 
outcome for the club premises as a whole, to ensure the DA for the renovations was the best outcome for the 
club and members. 
 
We are apprehensive, but looking forward to operating from worksite containers for the next two years, 
given the outlook of brand new facilities at the end of this time. In the meantime, the Club operations will be 
administered by the Committee on a monthly basis and subsequently not require any employees during this 
period. Therefore, on behalf of the Committee we wish to thank both Anne McKay and Jenny Adams for 
their service over many years of employment with the club, in particular Jenny who has been employed 
with the club since 14 July 2008. We wish you both every success in the future and hope to see you both 
working with or in the club in some form or another when the club re-opens in late 2023.  
 
Also on behalf of the Committee we say farewell and thankyou to Tanya Turcato for working with Jenny 
and the Committee attending to office duties, bookkeeping and reporting for the Club for the past number of 
years. 
 
Sponsorship: 

A very big thank you goes out to the generous sponsors for honouring our agreements and continuing to 
support our club over the course of the year during these difficult and uncertain times. Once the Covid-19 
crisis emerged in March 2020 the Committee like other businesses were exposed to the uncertainty of 
ongoing cash-flow arrangements continuing, however our sponsors never waivered which has strengthened 
our partnership further. 
 
Revenue: 

Revenue including grants and government assistance contributed to a satisfying result for the club from 
revenue perspective of $232,131 (2021), an increase on the prior year from $220,634 (2020) or 5% for the 
reporting period. This is a great result overall, considering the challenges that were facing the club & 
businesses during this time.  
 
Although cash-flow from operations for the period were down greater than 15% on prior year (2020), this 
entitled the club to access Government support of $45,000 providing steady cash-flow relief to maintain 
employee’s and ongoing operations without having to use any of the Clubs cash reserves. Over the course 
of the year the overall financial position of the club has improved on prior financial year, with net assets 
increasing by 4% due to liquidated stock, inventories and investment returns. 
 
Although the Clubs net cashflow position was impacted by these events compared to prior years, due 
mainly to a reduction in events conducted and capital expenditure of property (see cashflow statement). I 
would like to thank all members, the Committee and staff for their dedication and time to ensure events 
were run efficiently and professionally.  
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Membership fees as would be expected decreased for this year by 13% compared to previous year. The 
Club managed to secure another $5,000 in grant monies over the course of this financial period, which is 
consistent with the prior period. We were in a position to use the grant funding of $38,868 to offset 
redevelopment costs. The Committee is mindful of potential grants available for the Club and will continue 
to explore every avenue for grant funding to supplement club revenue, in particular a building grant to assist 
with funding structural changes approved for the function centre renovations.   
 
Expenditure: 

An increase of expenditure for this financial year from $187,871 to $204,167 or 8% on the previous year, 
mainly due to write down of inventory and liquidation of stock also increased spending across a number of 
areas including: Employee costs, training/carnivals, and surf equipment.  
 
Another area of expenditure includes redevelopment cost of $43,380 (note: 8) funded by building grants 
received prior to current period, these costs were capitalised under property assets on the balance sheet to be 
amortised once the building is completed. 
 
We are pleased with the level of constraint on spending throughout the year/season and the Committee will 
continue to maintain prudent expenditure measures to ensure the club remains financially viable during 
building renovations. 
 
Operations: 

Cash on hand remains liquid working capital retained to maintain solvency, any surplus funds to be 
invested within term deposits. (note: 4) also investments have increased by 1.2% compared to prior year to 
reflect return on investment (note: 5).  
 
The remaining investment consists of reduced inventories of merchandise due to liquidation of asset sale 
and reflected within financials (note: 7) 
 
Accounts receivable have been reduced from $4,976 to $3,783 based on prior year position, which is very 
strong position. 
 

Accounts Payable has increased due to employee entitlements one-off payment due, and payable to staff 
members on exit. Increased account payable based on prior year from $5,224 to $22,829 (note: 9) 
(including: $17,857 employee entitlements) to meet obligations by the Club. 
 
Over this period the overall financial position of the club has improved for the financial year, with net assets 
increasing by 4% due to liquidated stock, inventories and investment returns. 
 
 

Overall Position 

Overall the financial performance for NWSLSC for the financial period (2020/21) was a strong and 
satisfying result given the circumstances. Revenue had decreased in line with expectation due to impact of 
Covid-19, approaching club renovations, reduced events held at function centre and membership fees. 
However, offset by Government support and grant funding for the period to deliver a strong net profit of 
$27,964, to all members, staff and Committee a very strong performance during difficult times. 
 
Over the course of the financial year (01/04/2020 to 31/03/2021) the Committee has managed to navigate 
through the Covid-19 crisis, deal with heritage alterations to building, achieve building DA approvals, fully 
fund council capital contributions for renovations via grants monies, and increase the growth of clubs net 
assets by 4%. The members should be confident in the Committee’s ability to operate in difficult 
circumstances, maintain and strengthen the financial position of the club’s assets to ensure the long-term 
viability for members. 
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Another project faced by the Committee was planning and  logistics of relocation of the clubs assets and 
operations during construction phase, working with employees, members, volunteers and agencies to 
manage the relocation of club assets and operations to temporary containers and secure off-site locations.  
 
The Committee will continue to monitor the Club operations to maintain fiscal restraint while the Club 
House is under construction and operations are be conducted from containers to ensure we continue to 
conduct successful seasons and maintain strong financial position over this period.  
 
The Committee will continue to work on contingency measures and strategies to maximise our financial 
position through this crucial phase of the Clubs history by maintaining our sponsorships, actively pursue 
access to available building & other grants and implement a measured approach to operational matters 
within this building phase.  
 
I would like to take this opportunity to thank members, Committee, staff and our generous sponsors for all 
of your support throughout the year. 
 
I submit Audited Financial Statements enclosed for members of Wollongong Surf Life Saving Club  
 
Yours Sincerely, 
 

 
 
Paul Hanrahan - Treasurer 
Financial Statements - enclosed 
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Club Captain – Dave Mewett 
Before the 2020/2021 patrolling season commenced SLSNSW informed all Club 
Captains that this was to be a season like no other before. The prediction proved correct, 
and the season had many challenges for the 6 patrols and Active Reserves with higher 
visitor numbers. 
 
Like all surf clubs, those challenges included the implementation and coordination of COVID19 
restrictions on our normal patrol and first aid procedures and practices. There were mandatory COVID19 
Safety Plans, packs of masks and glove packs for all members, restrictions on access to the patrol room and 
facilities and social distancing even under the patrol tent. We not only had to protect ourselves but also be 
seen to be setting an example for the public. Thank you to the First Aid Officer, Suzanne McGuinn for your 
ongoing efforts to ensure the Club was cleaned, and remained compliant with the everchanging NSW 
Health directives and expectations of SLSNSW.  
 
The depth of the patrol captains and vice captains has always been a strength of the Club and during the 
2020/2021 season they did not disappoint. The patrol captains and vice captains convened at a pre-season at 
the Clubhouse on 3 September 2020. With some team building and bonding the PC/VC group were briefed 
on the SLSNSW pre-season information packs and the upcoming season. The consensus of the group was 
for a patrol season based on good communication and feedback during patrolling hours, between the patrols 
and the captains.  
 
The captains used the SLSA Patrol App for 100% of their patrol log on and off duties. The patrol captains 
also took on the duties of completing the Member annual skills maintenance due to COVID19 restrictions. 
The patrolling season commenced on 26 September 2020 and from then onwards, patrol captains ensured 
there were no breaches of our lifesaving agreement, minimum patrol requirements and numbers. Where 
members could not patrol, patrol captains were made aware, and members organised their own swap and 
substitutes. Where Branch completed audit inspections, patrols ordinarily scored between 95 and 100.  
 
If you patrolled and didn’t think we were busy on the beach, you were mistaken. The COVID restrictions 
may have reduced international visitors, but the increase in domestic visitors to the Illawarra were reflected 
in far greater beach attendance and unfortunately more rescues.  
Here are some of the statistics for the 2020/2021 season (compared to 2019/2020): 

• 32 first aid incidents, (up from 21)  

• Reported rescues 67 (up from 20) 

• 622 preventative actions (down from 654)  

• 11 missing persons (up from zero) 

• Estimated beach attendance 43,086 (up from 37,436) 

 
Unfortunately, as surf lifesavers we will inevitably were asked to attend to serious rescue and emergency 
incidents. Of note were: 

• The rescue of two children from a rip at Puckey’s Beach, one requiring oxygen therapy, 

• Patrol members assisting NSW Police at Puckey’s Beach to a concern for welfare and rescue of a female. 

• 29 November 2020 – 36 significant rescues with hot NW gale force winds, everchanging sea conditions 
and higher than expected beach numbers. 

 
Our patrol members, as usual were expected to share the load in terms of patrolling on public holidays. 
Minimum patrol numbers were always filled, and each holiday was often a fun event, whether it was 
Christmas or Easter. It was especially pleasing to see North Wollongong SLSC members patrolling 
alongside Wollongong City Council Lifeguards, during the public holidays at both North Beach and 
Puckeys. 
 
As the Club’s Member Protection Officer, my additional role is to ensure that the Club has a Code of 
Conduct and rules and procedures regarding handling complaints and grievances. But last season the role 
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was largely redundant with the high level of volunteer professionalism, communication, and commitment 
to surf lifesaving.  
 
April 2021 saw curtains not only on the end of the 2020/2021 season but also the closure of the Clubhouse. 
Patrolling members played a pivotal role in the cleaning, clearing, removal and storage of gear, equipment, 
and rubbish from the Duck Shed, patrol rooms, and ground level to temporary storage facilities. Young and 
old members from across several patrols worked without complaint to make this happened, even removing 
several commercial fridges from upstairs. The clean out of the Club could not have occurred without the 
leadership of Dave Meredith, and the rack building of Pat Maloney amongst others.  
 
Whilst the Clubhouse may be closed, the Club patrolling members remain strong. There are currently 76 
proficient bronze members and 71 non-proficient. Our job is to sustain our numbers, whilst we manage with 
operating from shipping containers. With access to several grants, funds have already been used to purchase 
new lifesaving and first aid equipment. A patrol trailer is also in the pipeline. 
 
Whether you patrolled as an SRC, bronze or patrol captain your combined efforts made for a successful 
patrolling season. As we currently continue in a period of lockdown, once restrictions are lifted and summer 
comes around the men and women of North Wollongong will do it all again. It was a pleasure and privilege 
to lead the talented patrolling members of North Wollongong.  
 
David Mewett/Simon Cunliffe 
Club Captain/ Vice Club Captain 
 

IRB Captain – Kevin Ryan 
IRB and Surf Ski 

A good season – no visits to the IRB motor mechanic! Breaking the windscreen of the 
ATV was not so good. We have finished the season with the two relatively new 
Thundercats and 4 motors. We have one duck and two motors in the container, and one 
duck rolled up and two motors under the pavilion. Plan is to order a new duck for 
delivery into the new club in late 2022. 
One highlight of the season was the Branch IRB training, we were well represented 
supplying 2 ducks and trainers and several learners who all passed. I was proud with the 
skills and knowledge that our people (notably the learners) showed on the training days. 
Clearing out the duck area was a job that I should have done a few years ago. Some of the spare parts were 
from Johnson motors (long gone), many parts are current, but for the past 6 years or so we have not done 
our own maintenance, so are not so useful. Three crates of bits are at my place. 
A major cull was performed on the surf skis. One double went to Port Kembla as a loan, a few sold to Bulli. 
Sold two singles, a few private ones went home, a couple are stored at Towradgi, and a couple under the 
pavilion. Reilly and I have a Hayden at home. 
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Chief Training Officer – Adriana Gervaise 
Congratulations to our members for committing their time to achieve Lifesaving 
Certificates for the 2020/2021 Season. 
 
Well done to the Parent Members receiving their SRC and BM Awards with the aim to assist with Water 
Safety Activities on Sundays, Training Sessions, Carnivals and most importantly with Lifesaving Patrol 
Duties. The ‘Army of Orange Rashies” is well noted on a weekly basis. 
 
A huge thank you to our Club Trainers David Meredith, Paul Sparks and James Brighton for their time and 
commitment to our fellow members. I would like to acknowledge our “Club Content Experts” for their 
fabulous contribution of knowledge and skillsets they brought to the each of the training sessions.  
My sincere thank you to Pat Maloney, Adam Meredith, Gabe Eady, Tomas Phillips, Simon Cunliffe and 
Kel Giddey for their amazing work, your support doesn’t go unnoticed. You’re all amazing people doing 
amazing jobs. 
 
Due to heavy work commitments, health issues and injuries received following a motor vehicle accident, it 
was hard for me to fulfill the demands of the Education position I’ve committed to complete prior to the 
start of the season.  
The position was to be shared but life circumstances and COVID-19 came along and things changed faster 
than anticipated. 
 
Nevertheless, David and Paul, you both did an outstanding job, Paul renewing his Bronze Medallion TAF 
accreditations and David finally receiving his long-awaited Bronze Medallion Facilitator with a bonus First 
Aid Facilitator at Branch Level! Well done!! See you soon for your Club Level Health Package updates!  
 
Despite being mentioned for playing a key part with the Education Portfolio, I would like to also 
acknowledge our Club President Dave Meredith for the immense and never-ending work, time commitment 
and dedication he has given and continues to give to the building project. 
  
David you’re legend! Look at what you have achieved so far!! Congratulations and  looking forward to 
seeing the completed project in the not very far away future. 
Stay safe everyone. 
 

Adriana Gervaise 
NWSLSC – CTO 
 
GOLD MEDALLION BRONZE MEDALLION 

Adam Meredith Tomas Phillips 
Blake Mckay Alexandra Jones 
 Grace Mewett 
SURF RESCUE CERTIFICATE Rachel Plummer 
Ben Phillips Kristy Sheldrick 
Eva Harpley Chris woods 
Bhargav Jagarlamudi Deborah Hanslow 
Henry Jones Caitlyn Mortimer 
Cassidy Norris Michael Smith 
Jonathon Thackery Chris Woods 
Darcey Norris Paul Schulze 
Laila Norris Annabelle Garth 
Brooke Plummer Sean Garth 
Holly Sheldrick Brendan Hennessy 
Ihsan Syafril Marcus Morais 
Elizabeth Jones Danny Ridgeway 
 Jillian Rowland 
BRONZE MEDALLION TAF Liam Ryan 
David Meredith  
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Junior Chairperson  – Belinda Jacobs 
I would like to start by thanking everyone for being so helpful and cooperative this season. 
The 2020/21 season has not been easy! Washing down equipment, parents social 
distancing, cashless BBQ and club facilities closed for part of the season. The committee 
and I really appreciated everyone being so understanding towards the everchanging 
COVID rules and ensuring they do the right thing in order for our nippers program to 
continue.  
 
Thank you to our age managers and COVID marshals for taking the kids for activities each Sunday. It is 
encouraging to see we have large numbers of nippers across all age groups who continue to gain more skills 
and gain confidence.  
 
This season saw another large number of parents complete their Bronze Medallion along with some of our 
U13s/U14s successfully attaining their SRC, adding to our water safety team. Thank you to Suzanne 
McGuinn for being our water starter this season and also overseeing the clubs COVID compliance with 
SLSNSW. We also welcomed a new water starter for the last few weeks of the season, Denis Allen. Denis 
will continue on as water starter for the 2021/22 season and comes to us with a wealth of knowledge from 
his many years officiating and running SLS carnivals at Branch, State and Australian level.  
 

We were slow to start our carnival season due to the interruption 
of COVID. Fortunatly we were able to run a few local carnivals 
with the South Coast Branch giving our nippers a chance to 
compete. After having the Illawarra Branch Championships 
cancelled last season due to large surf it was fantastic for the 
kids to finally be able to race and represent the club. We saw a 
strong team of nipper produce some amazing results earning 
North Wollongong 2nd place over all and narrowly missing out 
on 1st place by 9 points.  
 
23 nippers attended the NSW State Championships at Swansea 

Belmont with some outstanding result in tough surf conditions for our U9s, U10s and U11s on the Thursday 
and Friday with many of them making it to the finals. By the time Saturday and Sunday came around for our 
U12s, U13s and U14s the surf had dropped to almost lake like conditions. Congratulations to Grace 
Costabile on placing 1st in the U13s sprints and Holly Sheldrick on placing 2nd in the U13s flags. We are 
looking forward to a bigger team attending the carnivals next year. 
 
Thank you to our sand coach Marty Ward and Lianne Munro for assisting. Again producing fantastic results 
from our sand team at all of the carnivals this year. Also, to our water coach Mark Norris how starts training 
our board team in winter and continues right through the season to give the kids the best chance at carnivals. 
As always are coaches are already focused on next season and planning bigger and better for the 2021/22 
season.  
 
Thank you to the committee for their continued support and running of nipper each week and to the people 
who stepped in to fill new roles created due to COVID. 
Kristi-Lee and Louise Ardita for overseeing our COVID 
compliance for nippers and organising out COVID 
marshals for each age group. Thank you to the BBQ team 
who continue to feed all the hungry nipper. This year we 
have raised a record amount of money from BBQ sales 
with about $1000 raised each week.  
 
Hope to see you all back for the 2021/22 Nipper season and 
encourage some friends to join. Again, it may look a little 
different to life as we know it due to the rebuilding of the 
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club house. We will endeavour to deliver a quality nipper program that engages the kids and develop their 
surf life saving skills. Please continue to encourage your children to swim over the winter break as this 
makes ocean swimming less daunting. Winter miles equals summer smiles!  
 

 
First Aid – Suzanne McGuinn  
Covid-19 has been an event that required some new ways of operating and new systems 
to ensure the safety of our members during this pandemic. 
 
At the beginning of the season some supplies were difficult to access due to supply 
issues. Thank you to members who were able to supply additional N5 masks. 
 
Once again it was a busy season with some difficult first -aid interventions completed. Thankyou to our 
team who managed these with a high level of skill and performance for good outcomes to the patients. 
 
The new black containers in the ATV for our first -aid gear have been a great success. Thanks Dave for 
organising and making it happen. 
 
The upcoming season will see replacement of our older oxygen and first- aid bags to new ones with much 
needed working zippers. 
 
Communication from patrols regarding supplies or replacement of 
equipment has seen an improvement this season, which has been 
helpful in maintaining resources for first-aid when it is needed. 
Thanks for this and my encouragement to keep it up. 
 
Into the future with our new facility I look forward to being able to 
introduce some new equipment, such as a new examination table, 
first aid storage and a magnifying medical lamp which will 
enhance our new first-aid room. 
 
Registrar – Lyal Hammond 
Going into season 20/21 there were concerns COVID would impact membership, 
particularly the Nipper numbers. These concerns proved unwarranted as  the number of 
financial members, 624, exceeded membership for the previous season. 
Despite COVID, we had very strong numbers in the 8-13 years Nippers age group with 
227 members. We do see a drop-off from the age of 13 with 31 members, but the quality 
of member is very high. 
We have 180 Associate members, around 130 of these are parents of a Nipper child, many of whom are 
present on Sunday mornings and assist with land and water activities. The club encourages parents to 
involve themselves in safety activities, particularly in the water, and to consider joining as a patrolling 
member. There were some heavy swells this season and the water-safety teams handled the conditions 
admirably. 
We have 50 Associates independent of the Nippers and 45 general members. We often see these men and 
women around the club, particularly in the mornings when they pop down for a bodysurf. There is a lot of 
wisdom and knowledge of surf conditions within this group and they share a strong camaraderie. They offer 
a level of comfort in the mornings before the flags go up and during the season assisted members of the 
public who found themselves in trouble.  The Club is appreciative of their membership and hope they 
continue to get-together while the club undergoes renovations. 
We have 65 active 18+ members, who make up our patrols and around 50 who are life members, Honorary 
and Long-service, many of the latter group having been with the club for decades and have conducted many 
hours keeping swimmers safe. 
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In addition we have a number of Reserves, who make themselves available for patrols during busy periods, 
as well as Probationary members who we hope will go onto join a patrol. 
Obviously, the absence of a club house during 2021/22 will create some registration issues however we will 
be encouraging as many people as possible to renew and join through the online portal. 
  
Lyal Hammond 
 
 
Competition – Adam Meredith 
Another great year for the NWSLSC Ironman Academy in the books. From what was a 
long and unpredictable season we had some great results and consistency from the 
group. We had good numbers at training and a competitive Branch carnival team. 
 
A highlight from the competitive aspect of things was the selection of Chloe Muir and Riley Baird in the 
Illawarra team. At Branch North Wollongong placed a clear second in the overall point score. Gold medal 
results were achieved by the following members: 
 

• Open Beach Sprint- Alisha Quill 

• U/19-2km Beach Run- Reagan Norris 

• 30 to 39 yrs Beach Sprint- Alisha Quill 

• Open Board Rescue- Adam Meredith and Josh Pain 

• 2km Beach Run-Michael Smith 

• Beach Sprint -Ryan Kolb 

• Open Flags- Ryan Kolb 

• Over 24yrs Surf Race -Adam Meredith 

• U/15 Flags- Riley Baird 

• 30 to 39 yrs Board-Josh Pain 

• 30 to 39 yrs Surf Race- Josh Pain 

• 40 to 49 yrs 2km Beach Run- Tony Dosseto 

 
The overall strength of the team was the fact that people simply had a go and enjoyed themselves often 
pushing beyond their comfort zones. 
 
In the upcoming season we look forward to the group continuing to progress and achieve their goals within 
the sport from a competitive but also from a community perspective. There will also be an increased focus 
on engaging beginner/intermediate groups in the club to attend training for modified sessions to allow us to 
maintain good club spirit through what will undoubtedly be a tricky year for the club. 
 
Adam Meredith 
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Membership 

 

Patrons     
Bird Sharon  Gordon Bruce 

Court Kevin  Goodwin Charlie 

Gordon Andrew  Scully Paul 
 
Honorary     
Borst Geoff  Kelly Michael 

Chaffe Stephen  McDonald Mark 

Court Kevin  McKenzie Kelvin 
 
 
Life Member     
Barry Robert  Lindoy* AA 

Anderton* David C  Longhurst* H 

Baxter Scott  Macdonnell Bruce 

Bonnyman* GA  Maidment Steven 

Brown* C  Martin* M 

Buckley Phil  Middleton* R 

Burns Brian J.  Milnes* W 

Chapman Bob  Morris* Robert 

Figtree (MBE)* A.S.  Nuttall* TW 

Giddey Kel  Oyston Peter 

Golledge Tony  Palmer John 

Hancock Geoff  Peterson* E 

Harvey* Phil  Peterson* H 

Humphries* Ian  Sandon* F 

Hynd* T  Schubert* L 

Isedale Geoff  Stringer* A 

Isedale* Alan  Stringer* WN 

Isedale* FW  Tarrant Lancelot 

Kelly* WS  Thompson Graham 

Kent* RG  Tobin Leo J. 

Lancaster Donald  Todner* J 
 
* Deceased 

 
 
Long Service     
Barrie Bob  Jessop Ken 

Beattie Bryan  Jollie David 

Burrows John  Kemp John 

Campbell Mark  Kent Robert 

Connelly Sean  Lee Darren 

Dimitrovski Chris  Mackey John 

Downes Alan  Massey Stuart 

English Chris  Mitchell Nathan 

Foye Jason  Norris Mark 
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Gallagher Peter  Pincombe Maxwell 

Greenhalgh Aaron  Robberds Peter 

Harris Ross  Thomas Alan 

Hatfield Robin  Westbury Michael 

Hilton John  Wilton Kent 
 
 
Active Reserve     
Anese Dean  Meredith David 

Barry Michael  Powell Rodney 

Gervaise Adriana  Sweeny Matthew 

Jakeman Geoffrey  Sweeny Nathan 

Kisling Mark  Wren John 

Lawrence Steve  Yates Noel 

McKay Errol  Zanotto Valerio 
 
 
Active     
Adams Alexandra  Kolb Rylan 

Ardita Gede  Macmaster Eilidh 

Blacka Ruby  Maidment Christopher 

Bloom Greg  Maloney Pat 

Booth Laura  Massey Joanne 

Booth Patrick  Mawbey Cooper 

Bourke Ged  McClafferty Sarah 

Boyd Maureen  McGuinn Suzanne 

Brighton James  McKay Kieran 

Brown Michael  Meredith Adam 

Carlisle Vicky  Meredith Emma 

Chan Kassandra  Merrifield Joan 

Chan Kimberly  Mewett David 

Chapman Daniel  Morais Marcus 

Ciguenza Daniel  Pain Joshua 

Clarke Adam  Pamment Alex 

Clarke Dave  Quill Aliesha 

Cross Rikki  Ramsay Kayte 

Cunliffe Simon  Rose Greg 

Curley Hayden  Rule Kirrily 

Dosseto Anthony  Rutty Jill 

Drew Glenn  Ryan Kevin 

English Tate  Ryan Liam 

Evans Damian  Schuldt Manuel 

Ewen-Chappell Kenneth  Schulze Paul 

Fitzpatrick Julian  Scott Tamara 

Fox Jacob  Smith Michael 

Garth Annabelle  Sparks Paul 

Gervaise Paige  Spencer Michael 

Griffin Sean  Sweeny Lachlan 
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Hammond Lyal  Sweeny Mitchell 

Hancock Brett  Tiscareno Cabello Abe 

Hanrahan Paul  Tubridy Luke 

Hanslow Deborah  Tuck Brendan 

Harpley Nigel  Way Kirsten 

Hennessy Brendan  Woods Anne 

Jacobs Belinda  Zamuner Paul 

Kerin Charles    
 
 
Cadets 15-18 years     
Booth Lachlan  Mewett Grace 

Bourke Chloe  Mortimer Caitlyn 

Bourke Sian  Norris Regan 

Eady Gabe  Nugara Cody 

Jones Elizabeth  Phillips Tomas 

McIlwraith Kiarna  Plummer Rachael 

McKay Blake    
 
Cadet 13-15 years   
Adams Brad Norris Cassidy 

Baird Riley Norris Darcy 

Bolton Jayden Norris Laila 

Carlisle Alex Nugara Brandon 

Carlisle Kate Phillips Ben 

Ciguenza Hayden Plummer Brooke 

Grubb Kiah Sheldrick Holly 

Hancock Ella Sinclair Troy 

Harpley Eva Sparks Ethan 

Jagarlamudi Bhargav Thackeray Jonathon 

Jones Henry Wilkinson Jed 
 
General     
Abrahams Morrie Herald Richard 

Adams Jenny Jackson Vanessa 

Ainsworth Brad Kenyon Merelyn 

Allen Philip Kerr Greg 

Appleby Phil King Richard 

Arber Neil Marshall Jean 

Barnes Matthew Mather David 

Becarevic Barry McGee Beau 

Booth Ted McKinnon Wayne 

Borger Dave Muir Marc 

Bracamonte Joseph Ogle Terry 

Budd Wade Parkinson Michael 

Bull Garry Patterson Peter 

Clarke Heidi Pearce Brendan 

Colquhoun Don Perusco Damien 
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Corban Tyrone Robertson John 

Crasnich mija Rodwell Brett 

Crowe Derek Ruzzene John 

Cuoco Vic Ryan Matthew 

Davies Evan Sheldrick Kristy 

Eady Don Sloane Catherine 

Elshof Tony Squires John 

Espinoza Michael Thomas Mary 

Fletcher John Thompson William 

Frater Tim Vanderglas Henry 

Gallagher Lisa Vanderglas Jack 

Garbutt Justin Vlandys Luke 

Gedge George Vlandys Samuel 

Gray Peter Wagner Kostoski Bergrid 

Hanley Michael Ward Martin 

Harvey Peter G Williamson Peter 

Hegarty Grant Wilson James 
 
 
Associate     
Adams Ricky  Leplaw Mikayla 

Andriani Yenni  Lim Jamie 

Apostolovski Jessica  Linnehan Robert 

Appellee McLeod  Lloyd Kelly 

Arber Candice  Lloyd Kristy 

Arber Trent  Long Stacy 

Archer Amanda  Lucas Daniel 

Archer David  Lynch Kirsty 

Ardita Louise  Macrae Damian 

Armstrong Rebecca  Martiniello Julia 

Arneman Holly  Matheson Laura 

Baird Edward  Mayhew Kate 

Baird Kerri  Mayland Elizabeth 

Baker Daniel  McAndrew Greg 

Bamborough Chris  McAndrew Tracey 

Barila Frank  McBride Michael 

Barlow Brett  McClure Jacob 

Barnaby Adam  McDermott Simon 

Barnaby Kirindy  McDonagh Bernice 

Barnett Melanie  McGarva Vikki 

Battocchio Rob  Mcinnes Amanda 

Beehag Brett  Mcinnes Nathan 

Beehag Narelle  McKay Anne 

Bentley Dominee  Mclean Chris 

Bernardi Angela  McNamara Shane 

Bloom Hayley  McVeigh Ben 

Bojczuk Ray  Meignen Gregoire 

Breeze Ashley  Menanteau Amanda 
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Breeze Jasmin  Miles Rachel 

Brescianini Michael  Mitchell Harriet 

Brook David  Mitchell Kim 

Brown Dannielle  Morgan Gregory 

Brown Joshua  Muir Kristi-Lee 

Brown Julie  Munro Lianne 

Brown-McNamara Rachel  Murphy Adam 

Bruton Wayne  Murray David 

Buchanan Chris  Najjar Brooke 

Buchhorn Paul  Najjar John 

Buckley Chantelle  Napper Glenn 

Burns Simon  Napper Severine 

Bush Carrie  Neville Skye 

Bye Natalia  Niceski Lou 

Carroll Lauren  Noonan Natalie 

Carroll Matthew  Norris Daniel 

Catron Gareth  Norris Danielle 

Celebi Karina  Norris Jennifer 

Chambers Angela  Norris Meliisa 

Cheke Lucinda  Norris Michael 

Chinnock Paul  Nott Leticia 

Ciguenza Olivia  Nugara Bruce 

Cook Sarah  Nugara Nicole 

Cook Shab  Nugent Benjamin 

Costabile Sarah  Owen claire 

Craddock Samantha  Parnell Eloise 

Craig Andrew  Parnis Kirstan 

Craig David  Patris William 

Craig Haylee  Pearson Mark 

Craig Mary-Jane Pearson Matthew 

Crous Christo  Pearson Sharyn 

Crous Shannon  Peirce Belinda 

Dale Chris  Phillips Akiko 

Darby Elske  Phillips Lara 

Darby Nigel  Phillips Len 

Davies Jim  Piljevic Branka 

Davis Natalie  Plummer Greg 

De Vuono Sarah  Plummer Josephine 

Deady John  Potter Daniel 

Douglass Kasey  Prenter Shannon 

Dowling Belinda  Pringle Celeste 

Dowling Mark  Redmond Cherie 

Duffy Jessica  Redmond Josh 

Duffy Jessica  Rice Brian 

Duffy Nick  Rice Carly 

Dunn Adam  Ridgway Danny 

Dunn Anthony  Ridgway Kate 

Edwards Cassandra Robertson Kimberly 
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Elliott David  Rowland Jillian 

Evans David  Rowland Stephen 

Evans Emma  Rutty Jules 

Ferri David  Ryan Robert 

Findlay Samuel  Saieg Catalan Felipe 

Fittler Kurt  Samper Chelsea 

Fittler Maghan  Saunders Brett 

Fitzpatrick Kim  Schipp Amanda 

Fitzsimmons Renee  Schipp Timothy 

Flowers Elise  Schott Silva Claudia 

Foweraker RICKY  Schulze Kristy 

Freestone Lara  Semenov Vitalii 

Garibotto Natalia  Shears Steven 

George Kobie  Sinclair Katrina 

Gergi Amy  Singhal Pankaj 

Gillmore Bart  Smith Caren 

Godfrey Angelia  Smith Corey 

Graham Jessica  Soares de Oliveira Daniel 

Greenhalgh Francis  Spence Mark 

Gregory Christine  Stojic Sladjana 

Gregory Matthew  Stokes Lee 

Haines Demelza  Stokes Tre 

Hancock Erin  Subbotin Andrey 

Hardie Belinda  Sultan Mashhadia 

Hart Peter  Tait Lauren 

Hellmund Darren  Thackeray Cynthia 

Hernandez Luz  Thornton Kerrie 

Hill Andrew  Tomeski Tasia 

Hockey Michael  Tredeux Aiden 

Hodge Michelle  Tredeux Felicity 

Hopper Adam  Truman Denys 

Hopper Stephanie  Turbidy Luke 

Horneman Stuart  Turner Deb 

Hughes Skye  Urra Melanie 

Ibrhaim Samantha  Usher Daniel 

Israel Damien  Van der Sluys Shivawn 

Jagarlamudi Veeru  Van Luenan Chris 

Janusas Ernestas  Van Luenan Vanessa 

Janusiene Aiste  Vandenberg Adam 

Jayabalan Bhavani  Vandenberg Louise 

Johnson Charmqine Vane Kasey 

Johnson Markjah  Villarosa Vince 

Jones Andrew  Villarosa Vince 

Jones Elizabeth  Waldinger Mike 

Jostone Skye  Walker Andrew 

Jurjevic Linda  Walker Cody 

Kambouris Katrina  Walsh Gary 

King Nicole  Wasson Hayley 
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King Shane  Webb Rachel 

Kitley Bee  Wilkins Rebecca 

Laforge Kelly  Wilkinson Matt 

Lane Kylee  Williams David 

Lane Michael  Woods Anne 

lea Chris  Zeidler Boston 

Leach Simon  Zeidler Otto 

Ledevenish Quyen    
 
 
Junior 5-13 years    
Ali Kader  Long Montanna 

Arber Jayden  Low Zara 

Arber Zahra  Macrae Connor 

Archer Brielle  Macrae Finn 

Ardita Callum  Macrae Rose 

Ardita Finn  Marcelo Remi 

Ardita Lachlan  Marshall Zoe 

Armytage Tucker  Martiniello Chelsea 

Arnold Summah  Martiniello Lucinda 

Avinash Lohithan  Massa Fabrizio 

Avinash Nikhilan  McAndrew Blair 

Bain Jett  McAndrew Zane 

Bain William  McBride Ella 

Baird Brooke  McClure Nate 

Baker Samuel  McDermott Jonas 

Bamborough Ella  McDonagh Tayla 

Barila Adele  Mcgarva Charlotte 

Barlow Asher  McGee Bella 

Barlow Flynn  McGee Madison 

Barnaby April  Mcinnes Thomas 

Barnaby Sophie  McLean Peter 

Barnett George  Mcveigh Casey 

Battocchio Francesca  McVeigh Sean 

Beehag Ainsley  Menanteau Juliette 

Beehag Ewan  Mitchell Annabel 

Beirne Kimia  Mitchell Henry 

Bentley Ava  Mitchell Sophie 

Bentley Hunter  Morais Gisele 

Bereket Abby  Morais Rafael 

Bereket Adam  Morand Rio 

Bernardi Alina  Mueller Benji 

Bernardi Katia  Muir Chloe 

Bird Nathan  Muir Harry 

Bird Niara  Murray Lexie 

Bloom Mila  Najjar Jameela 

Bojczuk Amos  Najjar Jorge 

Bojczuk Max  Najjar Marcus 
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Boyd Madison  Napper Grace 

Boyne Sophie  Napper Julien 

Breeze Jett  Neville Charlotte 

Breeze Phoenix  Neville Zach 

Brescianini Ryan  Noonan Cooper 

Brogan Reed  Noonan Noah 

Brown Ashton  Norris Austin 

Brown Georgia  Norris Casey 

Brown Harrison  Norris Jacob 

Brown Harvey  Norris Jensen 

Brown-McNamara Brax  Norris Lachlan 

Bruce Kitley Jasper  Nott Mia 

Bruton Fletcher  Nugent Drew 

Buckley Logan  Nugent Mia 

Buckley Skye  O'Brien Zachary 

Buckley Zoe  Owen Catherine 

Carroll Annabel  Owen Maximus 

Carroll Evelyn  Owen Xavier 

Catron Connor  Parker Watts Monty 

Celebi Ayden  Parnell-Ibberson Aiden 

Celebi Zahra  Parnis Amali 

Chambers Jessica  Parnis Sullivan 

Chapman Hamish  Parsons Tasman 

Cheke Oscar  Pearson Amelia 

Chinnock Bronte  Pearson Felix 

Chinnock Cael  Pearson Max 

Ciguenza Jade  Peirce Mia 

Clarke Addison  Peirce Zali 

Clarke Beaumont  Phillips Hannah 

Clarke Mitchell  Phillips Kaydence 

Condon Bailey  Phillips MaKenna 

Condon Ireland  Piljevic Elena 

Cook Amelia  Plummer Blake 

Cook Harrison  Pluta Marley 

Costabile Grace  Pluta Misha 

Costabile Joshua  Politzer Allira 

Courtney Flynn  Potter Lily 

Craddock Arlo  Potter Travis 

Craig Clara  Prenter Hudson 

Craig Elise  Prenter Orlando 

Craig Hugh  Pringle Jordan 

Crous Adam  Pupovac-Hopper Xavier 

Cullen Seth  Purvis Annika 

Dale Jaxon  Purvis Rose 

Darby Alaree  Quan Nolan 

Darby Deklan  Redmond Byron 

Davies Marley  Redmond Zander 

Davies Tyler  Rice Charlie 
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Davis Ariella  Rice Sophie 

De Vuono Isabella  Richardson Albert 

Deady Theo  Ridgway Flynn 

Dodd Bella  Ridgway Ivy 

Douglass Kameron  Robertson Mia 

Dowling Ivy  Rodden Will 

Dowling Taj  Ropiha-Durie Maraea 

Duffy Lilah  Rose Hamish 

Duffy Samuel  Rowland Isaac 

Duffy Samuel  Rowland Lucy 

Dyke Kobi  Rowland Olivia 

Dyke Zahli  Rutty Grace 

Edwards Nikololas  Rutty James 

Escamilla Remy  Saieg Schott Pedro 

Escamilla Romina  Saieg Schott Tomas 

Evans Isabella  Samper Roman 

Evans Ruby  Samper Sofia 

Evans Taleka  Saunders Bowen 

Evans Toby  Saunders Layla 

Ewen-Chappell Braxton  Schipp Leah 

Farias Tabatha  Schipp Lila 

Fittler Ashton  schulze Harley 

Fitzpatrick Dalton  Schulze Jake 

Fitzpatrick Isaac  Semenov Artem 

Foweraker Leonardo  Shears Jack 

Garcia Louis  Shemmell Jaden 

Gardiner Naite  Sinclair Alexa 

Garibotto Oscar  Sinclair Caelan 

George Finn  Singhal Raghav 

Gergi Amira  Smith Brodie 

Gergi Saxon  Smith Max 

Gillmore Chase  Smugreski Juliette 

Godfrey Piper  Smugreski Laila 

Greenhalgh Mila  Soares de Oliveira Leo 

Gregory Annabelle  Soares de Oliveira Nahla 

Gregory James  Spain Jagg 

Gundogan Indie - Rose  Spain Llynx 

Haines - Murphy LLewllyn  Spencer Annabel 

Hambly Claudia  Spiteri-Proust Nate 

Hancock Jhy  Stojic Filip 

Hancock Lily  Stokes Ryder 

Harpley Milla  Sultan Nour 

Hart Charli  Syafril Hanafi 

Hemus Jax  Syafril Hanifah 

Hill Kaelum  Syafril Ihsan 

Hockey Liam  Syafril Khairunisa 

Hogarth Amanda  Tait Lincoln 

Hughes Charlotte  Thackeray Andrew 
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Hughes Huxley  Tomeski Alexander 

Jackson Beau  Tomeski Christopher 

Jacobs Bailey  Tredeux Alexis 

Jagarlamudi Nandana  Tredeux Emerson 

Jagarlamudi Nandana  Tubridy Samuel 

Jagrlamudi Krishna  Turbidy Samuel 

Janusaite Dominyka  Urra Kyson 

Janusas Oliveris  Usher Andie 

Johnson Helen  Usher Tex 

Johnson Zoe  Van Luenan Willow 

Jones Edwina  Vandenberg Larz 

Kadak Mikhail  Vane Ava 

Kader Ali  Vidiniotis Drake 

Kambouris Chris  Villarosa Luca 

Kambouris Elle  Villarosa Nicholas 

Kennedy Caitlin  Waldinger Lennox 

Kennedy Nicholas  Waldinger Myla 

King Cruz  Walker Jorden 

Lane Emilia  Walker Rubi 

Lane Grace  Warrener Amali 

lea Hudson  Webb Annabel 

lea Zahlia  Webb Ethan 

Leach Audrey  Wiki Savannah 

Leach Emily  Wiki Tayla 

Ledevenish Uland  Wilkinson Kai 

Le-Devenish Harper  Wilkinson Kaylei 

Leplaw Declan  Williams Kaitlyn 

LIm Isabella  Woods Jesse 

Lloyd Aria  Woods Kobi 

Lloyd Diesel    
 
 
Award Member     
Giddey Michelle  Jacobs Carl 

Hemus Shaun    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Continental Pool circa 1960’s 








